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(54) Serial bus controller

(57) A serial bus controller comprises a competition

result discriminator (1 1 A) tor outputting a lost competi-

tion signal (DB) upon detecting a lost competition, by

comparing a clock SCK and data SDA on a serial com-

munication bus (17) against a clock CKO and data DAO.

respectively, to be output from the own station to find

any difference between them, a bus release controller

(31 A) for performing end-of-communication procedures

FIG.

including releasing the serial communication bus (17) in

response to the lost competition signal (DB), and a

slave mode setting section (32A) for effecting slave

mode setting procedures in response to the lost compe-

tition signal (DB) and based on the data SDA on the

serial communication bus (17).
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

(a) Field of the present invention s

The present invention relates to a serial bus control-

ler used in a microcomputer-applied device for control-

ling a serial communication bus connected to a plurality

of microcomputer-applied devices, any of which is a to

candidate for the master device on the serial communi-

cation bus.

(b) Description of the Related Art

15

Recently, as a higher level is achieved in the tunc- *

tion and performance of the microcomputer-applied

devices, the volume of data to be communicated

between microcomputer-applied devices, or computer

stations, has been increased. This tendency highlights 20

the importance of the performance in data communica-

tion between the microcomputer-applied devices, which

includes a higher reliability in data communication as

well as a higher speed.

Any of the microcomputer-applied devices of this 25

sort itself can be a candidate for the master device on

the serial communication bus which plays a leading role

in the data communication during a certain interval. In a

data communication system including a plurality of such

candidates on a single serial communication bus, if 30

which one is the master device and the others are the

slave devices are not clear, proper data communication

cannot be normally achieved. When a plurality of candi-

dates for the master device simultaneously start com-

munication as the master device, competition takes 35

place among the candidates. In such a circumstance,

there is a scheme in the system for selecting one of the

candidates as the sole master device by utilizing the

interference between the data thus transmitted, which

eventually specifies one or more losers in the competi- 40

tion.

The losers in the competition are requested to

release the serial communication bus immediately upon
losing the competition, not to interfere with the commu-
nication effected by the winner in the competition, or 45

master device. Besides, the loser must perform an after-

treatment for the failed communication which becomes
due as a result of the lost competition, as well as prepa-

ration procedures as a slave device possibly assigned

by the master device. so

Fig. 1 is a block-diagram showing a conventional

serial bus controller in a computer station. The conven-

tional serial bus controller 10 for controlling data com-

munication through a serial communication bus 17

comprises a competition result discriminator 11 and a 55

serial communication section 12. The competition result

discriminator 1 1 compares a clock signal SCK and the

contents of data SDA appearing on the serial communi-

2

cation bus 1 7 against a clock signal CKO and the con-

tents of data DAO, respectively, output from the serial

communication section 12 of the own station, to supply

a lost competition/interrupt demand signal INTD to a

CPU (not shown in the drawing) when the lost competi-

tion is detected as a result of the comparison.

The serial communication section 12 comprises a

communication controller 13 for controlling the commu-
nication through the serial communication bus 1 7, and
generates an end-of-communication/interrupt demand
signal INTE after performing normal serial communica-
tion procedures. A CPU bus 15 connects the serial bus
controller 10 with the CPU for data transmission,

whereas an internal bus 16 connects the serial control

section 12 with the CPU bus 15. The communication

controller 13 comprises a bus release controller 31 and
a slave mode setting section 32.

With reference to Fig. 2 showing a time-chart of the

conventional serial bus controller 10, additionally to Fig.

1, an example of operations of the conventional serial

bus controller 10 will be described, in the event of com-
petition among a plurality of candidates for the master

device on the communication bus.

Assume that the serial bus controller 10 of Fig. 1 is

in the state of serial data communication (state "M" in

Fig. 2), to thereby reveal the own station as one of the

candidates for the master device. The competition result

discriminator 1 1 receives the clock signal SCK and the

contents of data SDA appearing on the serial communi-

cation bus 1 7, to compare the clock signal SCK and the

contents of data SDA with the clock signal CKO and the

contents of data DAO, respectively, which are to be out-

put from the own station. The occurrence of the lost

competition is decided as a result of the comparison if

any difference is recognized in the comparison, and the

lost competition/interrupt demand signal INTD is output

from the serial communication section 12.

During processing the lost competition interrupt

procedures which become due as a result of the lost

competition, the CPU provides a command through the

internal bus 16 to the bus release controller 31 to halt

the output of the clock signal CKO and data DAO from

the own station, thereby releasing the communication

bus 1 7 in the procedure "B" in Fig. 2 in order not to inter-

fere with the communication made from the master

device, or winner in the competition. Further, the CPU
performs an after-treatment for the failed communica-
tion which is due as a result of the lost competition, and
provides a command to the slave mode setting section

32 to perform communication preparation procedures

for a slave device ("C" in Fig. 2) which may be possibly

assigned by the master device.

On the other hand, if the communication by the

serial bus controller 10 is finished properly as a result of

winning in the competition, the serial communication

section 12 outputs the end-of-communication/interrupt

demand signal INTE, and the CPU provides a com-

mand to the serial bus controller 10 to perform end-of-
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communication procedures ("D" in Fig. 2) including

communication preparation procedures for a slave

device which may be possibly assigned by the master

device, and to perform preparation procedures for the

next communication.

After finishing the above procedures, the serial bus

controller 10 which is either in the state of the slave

device or in the state of master device moves into an

idling state ("FY" in Fig. 2). After the idling state "RY" as

a slave device, the serial bus controller 10 works in the

state of the master device "M" if the state ol the slave

device is restored to the state ol the master device, or

works in the state of slave device "S" if the serial bus

controller 10 is assigned as such ("M/S" in Fig. 2).

Before arrival at the waiting state "RY" after the lost

competition, the serial bus controller 10 must pass

through a communication disabled state "V" in Fig. 2,

which fact may cause the serial bus controller 10 to

delay in responding to a possible assignment for a slave

device made by the master device.

As described above, the serial bus controller per-

forms releasing the serial bus and preparation for a

slave device in interrupt procedures after detecting the

lost competition. In this procedures, the release of the

serial bus is sometimes delayed depending on the pro-

gram processing speed of the CPU or the state of the

serial communication bus. Such a delay of the prepara-

tion procedures for the slave device and the release of

the serial bus causes troubles against the communica-

tion from the master device in the serial communication

system.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide a

serial bus controller which can release the communica-

tion bus immediately upon detecting the lost competi-

tion to thereby avoid the communication troubles, and

perform the lost competition procedures in the timing of

the normal end-of-communication procedures.

The present invention provides a serial bus control-

ler used in a computer station for controlling serial data

communication transmitted through a serial communi-

cation bus connected to a plurality of computer stations

each constituting a candidate for a master device and a

slave device. The serial bus controller comprises a com-

munication controller for outputting a first serial data to

reveal the corresponding computer station as a candi-

date for the master device, a competition result discrim-

inator for comparing the first serial data with second

serial data appearing on the serial communication bus

to output a lost competition signal upon detecting the

difference between the first serial data and the second

serial data, and a hardware device including a bus

release controller for releasing the serial communica-

tion bus in response to the lost competition signal.

In accordance with the present invention, since the

hardware device can release the serial communication

bus in response to the lost competition signal without a

command from a CPU, delay in releasing the serial

communication bus and in shifting into a slave device

can be eliminated. Accordingly, communication troubles

5 such as lack of a slave device in the serial data commu-

nication system can be avoided.

The above and other objects, features and advan-

tages of the present invention will be more apparent

from the following description, referring to the accompa-

io nying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

Fig. 1 is a block-diagram of a conventional serial

75 bus controller;

Fig. 2 is a time-chart showing the operation of the

serial bus controller of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a block-diagram of a serial bus controller

according to an embodiment of the present inven-

20 tion; and
Fig. 4 is an example of a time-chart showing opera-

tion of the serial bus controller of Fig. 3;

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
25

Now, the present invention is more specifically

described with reference to accompanying drawings,

wherein similar constituent elements are designated by

the same or related reference numerals throughout the

30 drawings.

Referring to Fig. 3 showing a serial bus controller

according to an embodiment of the present invention,

the serial bus controller, generally designated by 10A,

comprises a competition result discriminator 11A for

35 outputting a lost competition signal DB, a serial commu-

nication section 12A having a communication controller

13A for controlling the communication through the serial

bus 1 7, and an interrupt demand controller 14 for gener-

ating an interrupt demand signal INT in the timing of the

40 end-of-communication signal INTE supplied from the

serial communication section 12A. The interrupt

, demand signal INT is supplied to a CPU 20 for an exter-

nal interruption which does not include the information

of the lost competition.

45 The competition discriminator 11A has therein a

lost competition flag (LCF) 21 which is set at "1" in

response to the detected lost competition to notify the

CPU 20 of the occurrence of the lost competition. The

communication controller 13A has a bus release con-

so troller 31 A, implemented as a switching section, for

releasing the serial communication bus 1 7 by a hard-

ware configuration in response to the lost competition

signal DB without the command from the CPU 20, and

a slave mode setting section 32A for effecting slave

55 mode setting procedures in response to the lost compe-

tition signal DB.

Referring to Fig. 4, additionally to Fig. 3, an exam-

ple of operations of the serial bus controller will be

BNSDOCID: <EP 0B29808A2_1_>
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described.

Assume that the serial bus controller 10A is in the

state of serial data communication (state "M" in Fig. 4)

to reveal itself as one of the candidates for the master

device. The competition result discriminator 11 A 5

receives a clock signal SCK and the contents of data

SDA appearing on the serial communication bus 1 7, to

compare them with a clock signal CKO and the contents

of data DAO, respectively, to be output from the own sta-

tion. If any difference is recognized in the comparison, 10

occurrence of the lost competition is decided in the

competition result discriminator 11 A, which sets a lost

competition flag LCF and generates a lost competition

signal DB.

In response to the lost competition signal DB, the is

bus release controller 31 A in the communication con- *

trailer 13A releases the serial communication bus 17 by

cut-off the connection to halt the output of the clock sig-

nal CKO and data DAO from the own station, in order

not to interfere with the communication from the master 20

device.

Further, the slave mode setting section 32A turns

into a slave preparation mode in response to the lost

competition signal DB to receive data from the serial

communication bus 17 and compare the address spec* 25

ified by the received data against the own address. If a

coincidence is detected therebetween, the slave mode

setting section 32A knows that the own station is

assigned a slave device by the master device, and

responds to the master device through the serial com- 30

munication bus 17. Thus, the serial bus controller 10A

can move immediately into a waiting state as the slave

device ("RYS" in Fig. 4) without delay, since the commu-

nication bus 17 is already released by the hardware

configuration upon occurrence of the lost competition 35

without the command from the CPU 20.

An interrupt demand controller 14 receives the lost

competition signal DB from the competition result dis-

criminator 1 1 A, and supplies an interrupt demand signal

INT to the CPU 20 in the timing of an end-of-communi- 40

cation signal INTE supplied from a serial communica-

tion section 12A. In the serial communication system in

general, end-of-communication signal is generated at

the end of each communication frame. The interrupt

demand signal INT is thus supplied to the CPU at this 45

timing.

The slave mode setting section 32A performs an

after-treatment "A" in Fig. 4 for the failed communication

which becomes due as a result of the lost competition.

The after-treatment "A" is conducted during the time so

interval while the processing for the interrupt demand
signal INT is performed in the CPU 20. The after-treat-

ment "A" includes end-of-communication procedures

including communication preparation procedures for a

slave device which may be possibly requested by the 55

master device, and preparation procedures for the next

communication. The CPU 20 knows the lost competition

from the lost competition flag LCF before processing for

808 A2 6

the interrupt demand signal INT If the lost competition

flag LCF is set, the CPU prepares retransfer of data or

other procedures necessitated by the lost competition.

On the other hand, if the lost competition flag LCF is not

set, a normal end-of-communication is decided in the

CPU by receiving the interrupt demand signal INT

As described above, since the serial bus controller

1 0A according to the present embodiment has the com-

petition result discriminator which generates the lost

competition signal by comparing the serial data appear-

ing on the serial communication bus against the serial

data output from the own station, and a hardware device

for performing the release of the communication bus in

response to the lost competition signal, delay in releas 1

ing the serial communication bus can be eliminated,

and troubles in the serial data communication from the

master device can be avoided.

Further, since it is possible to respond to assign-

ment of a slave device by the master device without

delay in the serial bus controller, the communication dis-

abled period caused by lacking a slave device can be

avoided.

Furthermore, since the lost competition interrupt is

processed in the timing of the normal end-of-communi-

cation interrupt, burdens on processing programs,

together with the program development burdens, can be
reduced.

Since the above embodiments are described only

for examples, the present invention is not limited to the

above embodiments and various modifications or alter-

ations can be easily made therefrom by those skilled in

the art without departing from the scope of the present

invention.

Claims

1. A serial bus controller for controlling serial data

communication transmitted through a serial com-

munication bus (17) connected to a plurality of com-

puter stations each constituting a candidate for a

master device and a slave device, said serial bus

controller comprising: a communication controller

(13A) for outputting a first serial data to reveal the

corresponding computer station as a candidate for

the master device; and a competition result discrim-

inator (11 A) for comparing said first serial data with

second serial data appearing on the serial commu-
nication bus (1 7) to output a lost competition signal

(DB) upon detecting the difference between said

first serial data and said second serial data; charac-

terized by a hardware device including a bus

release controller (31 A) for releasing the serial

communication bus (17) in response to said lost

competition signal (DB).

2. A serial bus controller as defined in claim 1 wherein

said hardware device further includes a slave mode
setting section (32A) for setting a slave mode in

BNSDOCID: <EP 0829808A2J_>
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response to said lost competition signal (DB),

wherein said slave mode setting section (32A) sets

the own station to a state of the slave device based

on said second serial data.

5

3. A serial bus controller as defined in claim 1 wherein

said competition result discriminator (11 A) Sets a

lost competition flag (21) upon detecting the differ-

ence between said first serial data and said second

serial data. 10

4. A serial bus controller as defined in claim 1 further

comprising an interrupt demand controller (14) for

outputting an interrupt demand signal (INT) in a tim-

ing of an end-of-communication signal (INTE) after 75

occurrence of said lost competition signal (DB).

20
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(54) Serial bus controller

(57) A serial bus controller comprises a competition

result discriminator (1 1 A) for outputting a lost competi-

tion signal (DB) upon detecting a lost competition, by

comparing a clock SCK and data SDA on a serial com-

munication bus (17) against a clock CKO and data DAO,

respectively, to be output from the own station to find

any difference between them, a bus release controller

(31 A) for performing end-of-communication procedures

including releasing the serial communication bus (17) in

response to the lost competition signal (DB), and a

slave mode setting section (32A) for effecting slave

mode setting procedures in response to the lost compe-

tition signal (DB) and based on the data SDA on the

serial communication bus (17).
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